tense

go!

burst (MTs)

grow (MTs)

expand/shrink (MTs)

nucleate/birth (MTs)

wave (MTs)

explore (MTs)

probe (MTs)

speckle (MTs)

offshoot (MTs)

align (MTs)

bundle (MTs)

slide (MTs)

coalesce (MTs)

focus (MTs)

flux (MTs)

flow (MTs)

mirror (MTs)

condense (chromosomes)

inhale (chromosomes)

tight (chromosomes)

touch (MTs and chromosomes)

kiss (MTs and chromosomes)

join (MTs and chromosomes)

coop-ordinate (MTs and chromosomes)
dance (MTs and chromosomes)
align (MTs and chromosomes)
balance (MTs and chromosomes)
separate (MTs and chromosomes)
climax (MTs and chromosomes)
expend (MTs and chromosomes)
cleave (chromosomes)
shorten (MTs)
echo (MTs)
final pulse (MTs)
exhale (chromosomes)
relax (chromosomes)
decondense (chromosomes)
satisfied
rest